Sweet Spot for Metabolic Adaptation CHITOKU ET AL., PAGE 872
To adapt to changing metabolic environments, glucose metabolism in the body is controlled by mitochondrial dynamics in a subset of hypothalamic neurons.
Heart Help from Afar OLENCHOCK ET AL., PAGE 884
Cardiac protection from ischemia can occur remotely by skeletal muscle inhibition of the oxygen sensor EglN1, which leads to a cascade of protective metabolic changes in the blood and liver.
Coding Microtubule Architecture VALENSTEIN ET AL., PAGE 911
Microtubule severing is tuned by the number of glutamate molecules per tubulin but is inhibited in a long-range manner when glutamylation reaches a threshold, illustrating how the tubulin code regulates the complex architectures of microtubule arrays.
Heating Up Ion Flow ARRIGONI ET AL., PAGE 922
The cytoplasmic domain of bacterial sodium channels controls channel gating directly through a temperature-dependent, reversible structural transition in a metastable region proximal to the pore.
Open the Gate, K+ SCHEWE ET AL., PAGE 937 K2P channels, which do not possess a canonical voltage-sensing domain, can be voltage gated by an ion check valve mechanism.
Barn Raising to Build a Heart LUNA-ZURITA ET AL., PAGE 999
Cooperative interactions among transcription factors depend on preferential motif arrangements in the genome that both promote activation of lineage-specific genes and prevent inappropriate distribution of transcription factors during cardiac differentiation. Image from iStock.com/ traveler1116.
Two-Faced EMT DAVID ET AL., PAGE 1015
TGF-b drives tumor suppression in pancreatic cancer cells by promoting EMTlinked remodeling of the transcription factor landscape, converting Sox4 from being tumorigenic in the epithelial state to being apoptosis inducing after EMT. The cover image was designed and created by second author Yun-Han Huang.
Cas9 Loosens Up HIRANO ET AL., PAGE 950
High-resolution crystal structures of Francisella novicida Cas9 reveal conserved and divergent features among distantly related CRISPR-Cas9 systems, permitting rational design of an FnCas9 variant that recognizes a more relaxed PAM sequence.
piRNAs Visit the Barber TANG ET AL., PAGE 974 IZUMI ET AL., PAGE 962 piRNAs are trimmed by the ribonuclease PARN-1 in C. elegans and PNLDC1 in silkworms to promote their interactions with silencing factors and target cleavage activity.
Pulling the Strings in Spliceosomal Search

SEMLOW ET AL., PAGE 985
The spliceosome can search out and use alternative branch sites and 3 0 splice sites by disengaging suboptimal sites from the splicing machinery through a mechanism that suggests action at a distance by RNA pulling.
Somatic Gatekeeper of Axonal Degeneration SIMON ET AL., PAGE 1031
Instead of originating exclusively in the axon, the decision of a sensory neuron to degenerate is integrated in the cell body, with pro-degenerative and pro-survival signals gating distal axon degeneration.
Incognito Tumors Now ID'd STURM ET AL., PAGE 1060
Primitive neuroectodermal tumors of the central nervous system, which are highly malignant and have been challenging to diagnose and distinguish from other brain tumors, can be molecularly classified as known or distinct new tumor types, paving the way for therapeutic strategies.
The Logic of Touch TUTHILL ET AL., PAGE 1046
Touch signals in Drosophila are sent in parallel to multiple neuronal types in the nerve cord that integrate excitatory and inhibitory inputs from other touch receptors and proprioceptors to encode unique stimulus features. Image by Richard Hobbs at the MIT NanoStructures Laboratory.
